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How to use gpcr-modsim.org to explore the dynamics of GPCR’s. A step by step tutorial on
the use of gpcr-modsim.org using as example the human histamine H1 receptor (protein id:
hrh1_human).

- TEST CASE

We will work with the human histamine H1 receptor (protein id: hrh1_human). This receptor was
crystallized (PDB id: 3rze) in complex with dogexin, a G-protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR) antagonist.
A so-called T4L crystallization strategy (where a fusion protein with T4-Lysozyme is expressed) was
employed to obtain the crystal, thus the third intracellular loop (ICL3) is not observed in the structure
because it has been replaced with T4-lysozyme [1]. In addition there are undetermined areas in this
crystal structure, such as a fragment of the N-terminus, another one in the C-terminus, as well as the
most solvent exposed section in the long second extracellular loop (ECL2).

- WORK FLOW

A brief flowchart of the whole procedure you will follow is shown in the following chart:

Figure 1: Workflow example of one way to interact with gpcr-modsim.org
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- PROCEED!
The following snapshots of the website are accompanied by a step-by-step guide which will show you
what to do, and most importantly, why you’re doing it.

1. LOG IN:
Either as demo user or as a registered user. You will have access to all your previous projects (only 2
days history if you’re a demo user). After logging in click on the Projects tab on the navigation menu
at the page header, and then click on the Add a new sequence box:

Figure 2: Adding a sequence

2. RETRIEVE OR INPUT A SEQUENCE:
The server allows you to input protein sequence information in the sequence box either as a UniprotID
(in this case, you should type: P35367) or as fasta format. If you were to type P35367 the webserver
will connect in the background directly to the uniprot database (www.uniprot.org) and download
the fasta sequence for you. In this tutorial we will use the fasta format where the header line (starting
with the sign: > is optional in the server) designates the title of the project that will be created on the
server, in the current example 3rze_A (see figure 3).

• Tip 1: If there is no header line in the fasta sequence the project will be automatically named
“your sequence”.

• Tip 2: In this example we have extracted the fasta sequence corresponding only to those regions
observed in the crystal structure of hrh1_human as indicated in its corresponding PDB entry. This
will facilitate a proper comparison between the obtained models, and the experimental crystal
structure.

• Tip 3: Following the convention of Modeller (the homology modeling software used by gpcr-
modsim.org) if the user wants to model chain breaks (i.e. in the ICL3, where the T4L is present
instead of the “real” sequence) this must be indicated by a backslash (see Figure 3).

You can now proceed to select the templates (active GPCRs or inactive GPCRs) by clicking on the
Group: area right after the Sequence: box at the lower part of the window, and then click on the
Submit button.

3. SELECT A TEMPLATE:
The server now generates a multiple sequence alignment (MSA), which can be inspected and manually
edited through the Jalview applet.
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Figure 3: Sequence from the crystal structure (PDBID 3rze) of the human histamine H1 receptor in
complex with doxepin. The Intra-Celular Loop 3 (ICL3) is absent and a / is used to represent the
sequence break.

A barplot (click on the right side of the Graph: list item) is also provided (see Figure 4) showing
the sequence identity of the modeled sequence. A table below the barplot shows different homology
percentages corresponding to: i) the whole query sequence, ii) the sum of the TM regions, and iii) each
of the 15 regions of a GPCR structure (i.e., 7TMs, 3ECLs, 3ICLs, plus amino- and carboxy-terminus).
This allows the identification of regions which overinfluence total sequence similarity.

Without any additional information, we recommend that you use the 7TMH sequence identity as a
major indicator of the suitability of a template (See the table in Figure 5). Selection of a template based
on this criteria is done automatically by default, and in this case (not surprisingly) the hrh1_human
receptor is selected. If you want to modify this selection on the basis of other similarity criteria (or
simply because of accumulated knowledge on the molecular biology of the system), you can select a
different template. After you click on the Model button on the lower right part of the window a new
window will pop-up which allows you to change your template (see Figure 6).

Tip 1: You can manually modify the alignment using the JalView applet (see Figure 7) following
the instructions shown online:

4. GENERATE HOMOLOGY-BASED MODELS:
Up to 50 homology models can be generated on the basis of the pairwise alignment with the selected
template. This step makes use of the modeller software, thus you must provide a modeller key (license)
in the corresponding box. Then you select the number of desired models (we recommend 10) and
input any additional disulfide bridge in your query sequence. Click on Submit Query and wait for a
few minutes.

• Tip 1: Please note that the conserved disulfide bridge between ECL2 and TM3 will be maintained,
provided that the two cystein residues involved are well aligned with the template (this occurs
in all cases examined to date). If any other disulfide bridge occurs on the template and there
is homology in the a lignment with the corresponding cystein residues, the bridge will be also
modeled without any further information from the user. In this case, on the basis of sequence
alignments you can guess a disulfide bond within the ECL3 (Cys239 and Cys242, as they appear
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Figure 4: The barplot shows the sequence identity of the modeled sequence to that of templates used
in the server. The sequence identity is split into secondary structure regions.

Figure 5: The table which accompanies the barplot of sequence identity percentages breaks-down
such percentages into the whole query sequence, the sum of trans-membrane (TM) regions, and loop
regions.
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Figure 6: Selecting a template.

Figure 7: The jalview applet allows you to edit your sequence alignment.

in the fasta sequence used in this example). Try using that restraint to generate the models.

• Tip 2: Now you are ready to analyze your models. They appear sorted by their most favorable
value of the scoring function (DOPE-HR). In addition, a Ramachandran plot is provided as a
PDF file, so you can check the stereochemistry quality (click on Ramachandran test in pdf on
the corresponding model). There is no magical rule of thumb to select the most appropriate
model, but a combination of these two values is usually a good idea. In this case, the best model
according to DOPE-HR has also good stereochemical quality, so we will select this one for the
next step (click on the box with the highest value after the name models_-).

• Tip 3: Visual inspection is an important check in this step. A Jmol applet is provided to visualize
each model. Just click on View for the corresponding model and a new window will pop-up and
display the model in your web browser. Figure 8 shows what this looks like. You can drag the
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Jmol window within your browser space. In addition, if you want to download and compare all
your models, a tar file is provided, on top of the list of the models (Prepare a .tar with this).
It includes a Pymol script (align.pml) which allows you to superimpose all models in a Pymol
session. This is useful for example to check the orientation of selected sidechains as those in the
binding site within the different models.

Figure 8: The jmol plugin allows visualization of homology-modeled receptors.

5. REFINE LOOPS (OPTIONAL):
Loop refinement is advised for loops up to 12 residues. We include an option to do this using the
LoopModel routine as implemented in Modeller. Importantly, this refinement starts from the initial
configuration of the loop modeled in the previous step (i.e., by homology to the considered template).
Select the loops that you want to refine by activating the corresponding check boxes. PLEASE NOTE
that the initial guess of the loop limits is poor, based on the loop regions of the structural alignment of
the templates. You will need to redefine this regions, and doing so with the aid of the Jmol applet is a
good idea: Just place the cursor on the limit of the loop that you want to model, and the corresponding
residue number will appear. You can alternatively download the pdb file and get the residue numbers
for the loop region to be modeled using Pymol. Once you have have defined the loops that you want to
model click on the Submit Query button and proceed.

• Tip 1: The speed of this process is inversely proportional to the number of loops and their length.
Take this into account and select only the regions needing further refinement. The slower pace of
the loop modeling step is the reason why only 5 runs for loop modeling are allowed at this stage.

• Tip 2: It is generally feasible to refine the 1st and 3rd extracellular loops. The 2nd extracellular
loop, which is usually too big to be considered in this step, can also be refined at least in the part
that corresponds to the binding site: just select the N-terminus region of this loop, between the
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residue next to the conserved Cysteine making a disulfide bridge with the Cys in TM3 (Glu162)
and the residue at the tip of TM5 (Val168) and you will refine this region, covering the binding
site, without affecting the integrity of the loop and the conserved disulfide bridge.

• Tip 3: If you don’t want to refine any loop, just select your model and then proceed to click in
Run Dynamic. You will select the structure (i.e. without loop refinement) ready to perform an
MD simulation.

In Figure 9 the selection of the three extracellular loops is shown. You can use these definitions for
this exercise. The selection of the best model, if you have refined the loops, can be done on the basis of
the same criteria explained before for the homology-based models (DOPE-HR, stereochemistry quality,
mutagenesis data). If you did choose to refine the loops then you can select the best model according
to the DOPE-HR score. If, alternatively, you have not refined any loop, you will proceed to the next
(Run dynamic) step in the same way as before.

Figure 9: Selecting loops for loop-modeling.

6. MEMBRANE INSERTION AND MD SIMULATIONS:
Once you have selected your loop-refined model, you can proceed to equilibrate the structure in a lipid
bilayer. This procedure is quite simple for the user: the only thing you have to do is to click in the Run
dynamic button and confirm the submission by clicking Submit Query in the pop-up window that will
appear. Then you have to wait ... for about 24h. A new window telling you the status of the process
will appear. You can click on the process number and it will show you a progress bar telling you which
part of the dynamic run is being computed in the cluster as seen in Figure 9.

When the job is finished or if there are any problems with the submission you will be e-mailed about
the status of the process and a link in the e-mail message will point to the status page of the molecular
dynamics (MD) run, something like:

You can check this dynamic at http://gpcr-modsim.org/dynamic/350

If the job has been carried through to completion you will find a Download results link where
you can click to download a compressed file slighlty larger than 30 Megabytes called MD_output.tgz
with the results of the molecular dynamics (MD) run performed in gromacs. The procedure that was
performed at this stage is explained in Figure 10.

Basically, the receptor is aligned with the TM regions paralell to the Z-axis, and then inserted in
a pre-equilibrated POPC (Palmitoyl-Oleoyl-Phosphatidyl-Choline) membrane. The OPLS forcefield is
selected for the protein atoms, while the Berger parameters are used to represent this membrane,
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Figure 10: Steps performed for membrane insertion, water-box solvation and molecular dynamics
modeling with Gromacs.

further adapted in order to make them compatible with the OPLS forcefield, and the solvent molecules
are represented with the SPC water model. An hexagonal prism-shaped box is built, and simulated
under PBC (Periodic Boundary Conditions). More information on the full protocol of the molecular
dynamics run performed at the gpcr-modsim.org server can be found in our publication http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21480628. The equilibration simulates 5 ns of molecular dynamics
(this takes around 24h in the computational biology cluster which is performing the calculations at
Uppsala University) and includes the following stages:

STAGE RESTRAINED ATOMS FORCE CONSTANT TIME
Minimization - - (Max. 500 steps)
Eq1 Protein Heavy Atoms 1000 -
Eq2 Protein Heavy Atoms 800 -
Eq3 Protein Heavy Atoms 600 -
Eq4 Protein Heavy Atoms 400 -
Eq5 Protein Heavy Atoms 200 -
Eq6 Protein C-alfa Atoms 200 -

Once the MD simulation is complete you will see and additional window inside of the models
window and in the list item called Task status: details of when the jobs started and finished and
whether it was succesful or not. Hopefully you will get a message telling you “status Finished”, meaning
that the molecular dynamics run was succesfully completed.

If you want to see all of your results simply click on the Projects tab in the webpage header and all
your projects will be displayed.

Navigation through the projects is easy, just click on the name that defines your job (i.e. the name
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of your fasta sequence, appearing after the symbol >). In our case, this was 3rzeA. Click there, and
all stages will appear. Click on the associated Dynamics link and you will see a box which on click
will guide you to your dynamic run or runs you’ve submitted. The Download results link points
to a compressed file (extension .tgz) comprised of all dynamics results and some automated analysis
performed with our customized gromacs molecular dynamics recipe.

What does that compressed file contain?
In this folder you will find several files related to your simulation:

INPUT:

- popc.itp # Topology of the lipids
- ffoplsaa_mod.itp # Modified OPLSAA-FF, to account for lipid modifications
- ffoplsaabon_mod.itp # Modified OPLSAA-FF(bonded), to account for lipid modifications
- ffoplsaanb_mod.itp # Modified OPLSAA-FF(non-bonded), to account for lipid modifications
- topol.tpr # Input for the first equilibration stage
- topol.top # Topology of the system
- protein.itp # Topology of the protein
- index.ndx # Index file with appropriate groups for GROMACS
- prod_example.mdp # Example of a parameter file to configure a production phase (see TIPS)

STRUCTURES:

- hexagon.pdb # Initial structure of the system, with the receptor centered in the box
- confout.gro # Final structure of the system (see TIPS)

TRAJECTORY FILES:

- traj_EQ.xtc # Trajectory of the whole system in .xtc format: 1 snapshot/50 ps
- ener_EQ.edr # Energy file of the trajectory

REPORTS:

- tot_ener.xvg, tot_ener.log # System total energy plot and log
- temp.xvg, temp.log # System temperature plot and log
- pressure.xvg, pressure.log # System pressure plot and log
- volume.xvg, volume.log # System pressure plot and log

LOGS:

In the logs subfolder, you will find the log files of mdrun:

- eq_force_constant.log # log of stages with restrained heavy atoms of the receptor
- eqCA.log # log of the stage with restrained C-alfa atoms of the receptor

* TIPS *

- If you want to configure a .tpr input file for production phase, you can use the template ’prod.mdp’
file by changing the number of steps (nsteps), and thus the simulation time you want to run. After that,
you just have to type:

grompp -f prod.mdp -c confout.gro -p topol.top -n index.ndx -o topol_prod.tpr
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- If you want to create a PDB file of your system after the equilibration, with the receptor centered in
the box, type:

echo 1 0 | trjconv -pbc mol -center -ur compact -f confout.gro -o confout.pdb

7. RESULTS:
The present example is a real test of the performance of the current protocol. When this tutorial was
first writen in 2011 the modeled GPCR had just been crystallized and it was not yet included among
our templates. Thus we could compare the result with the real structure, and you will find that the
method performs really well at all stages: Model RMSD Cα trace Homology model (2rh1 template) 2,8
Loop refinement (3 ECLs) 2,85 MD refined structure (5 ns equilibration) 3,1

Similar numbers are obtained for the hD3-based model.
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